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Editorial
This issue of Social Review is somewhat longer than usual 
and somewhat late. We apologise for the la tter.  In view of the 
former we have decided to regard this as a double issue,
No. 19 and 20, and to charge a little more for it. We think 
it was worth waiting for.

* * * * * * * * * * *

We are pleased to announce tha t the ban for possession of 
Issue 17 of Social Review has been lifted after  an appeal. It 
is still illegal to distribute it. The people who were not aware 
That Issue 17 was banned for possession in the first place, 
may now keep their copies legally.

************

Finances
Unless our financial situation improves this may be the last 
issue of Social Review. The Social Research Agency is already 
in debt.

There are two important ways to remedy this. Firstly 
those individuals and groups who sell Social Review must make 
a more serious a ttem pt to collect money for their sales 
and send it back to us. This is very important.

Secondly, we would like to encourage people sympathetic 
to our project to take out Supporter Subscriptions a t R30,00 for 
eight issues. A Supporter Subscription also entitles the subscriber 
to our other publications, suchas the history of the Federation of 
South African Women which was published earlier this year.



Namibian Independence?

Once again the newspapers are full of talk of a 
settlement in Namibia. Diplomats of the big western countries 
are busy with intense negotiations and many people are saying 
that there may at last be a proper election in Namibia, tven 
the SA government, which has for so long refused to even 
consider allowing Namibia to become independent, is saying 
it wants to see an independent 'Namibia as soon as possible.

Many people are asking what it all means. Why are the 
western powers so interested in a barren piece of land 
inhabited by just over one million people? Has the 5A 
government really suddenly changed its mind about independence. 
What will independence in Namibia mean for us in South Africa. 
To answer these questions, we have to understand the forces

which shaped present day Namibia.
As in all colonies, the history of Namibia from the 

earliest times has been marked by violence. Before the coming 
of colonialism many different groups of people lived in 
Namibia. Some were able to live by cultivating crops, others, 
particularly in the dry south ,lived by raising stock.

In the late nineteenth century, other people began to 
move into the area. Traders and missionaries came, some were 
Germans and others came from the Cape Colony in the South. The 
Oorlans, a group of 'coloureds' from the Cape, arrived and 
upset the balance of power in the central regions. They were 
well armed and were able to establish a strong state in the 
regions with their capital in Windhoek.

German Conquest

But Germany wanted to make the whole of Namibia its 
colony. In 1884, all the imperialist countries held a conf
erence in Berlin to discuss which country would be allowed to 
take the various colonies. At this conference, it was decided 
to give Namibia to Germany. But to say that Germany could have 
Namibia did not mean it could actually control it. In fact it 
took many years before Germany was able to defeat all the 
people of Namibia and establish colonial rule.

Many wars were fought to resist German rule. In 1904, 
there was a huge uprising in which the Namas and the Hereros 
the two largest groups in the south , joined together to



fight against the German colonists. Ther German colonists 
met this challenge with extreme brutality. The commander of 
the German troops, von Trotha,issued an extermination order.
It said all Hereros that stayed in the country would be killed. 
After a big battle at the Waterberg, when the Hereros were 
defeated, they were driven into the desert to die. After the 
war, only 20 000 of the original 80 000 were left alive.
Further south, the Namas changed their tactics after the 
defeat of their allies. For many years, they waged a very 
effective guerilla war against the Germans. But in the end 
the Germans managed to defeat them by breaking their unity.
The Germans managed to divide the various Nama groups by 
concluding seperate peace treaties with those who were 
weakest and most unsure about the war Reaving the stronger 
groups alone.

The Colonial Economy

The way was now open for German settlers to take the land 
and start farming on it. But they now faced another problem: 
they needed farm labourers, but the wars had been so brutal 
that the country was almost empty of people. The German 
government could only deal with this problem by making a 
law to force all black people to become labourers, at 
whatever wage the farmers and mine owners were prepared to pay. 
Nobody was allowed to own stock or land. "

Still there were not enough people to become labourers, 
and there was so much starvation after the wars that many 
people could not work at all. The farmers and mine owners 
had to import labour from South Africa to meet their labour 
needs. Another source of labour were the northern areas,over 
the so-called "Red Line". The Ovambo and tribes related to 
them lived here. They had powerful kings and the Germans were 
afraid to fight them after seeing how difficult it was to 
defeat the other groups further south. Instead, they left 
them alone and made treaties with them. It was only later, 
when South Africa took over control of Namibia, that the 
Ovambo kings were defeated in a series of bloody wars fought 
by the Portuguese and the South Africans together.

But even before this, thousands of people from the 
northern areas were streaming south as contract workers. The 
German government used bribes and threats to get the 
Ovambo kings to cooperate in forcing their people to



become contract labourers.
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South Africa Takes Over

Tn 1915 durinq the second world war, South African 

GreatSBritaindagainstaGermany^°Everywhere,WNamibiansn rose in

the Namibian people their "eld freedomandwealth The 
people soon found out the new rulers did not intend to 
keep their promises. The world war ended in 1 9 1 8 : and t
• • „ „ L ; nnc Hpcided to qive Namibia to South A r n ew i n m m g  nations deolded^to ^  ^  Regular

r e p o r t s  had to be sent to the League of Nations 
set up at the time. South Africa was given a mandate

-  became clear that South

give it back Jo the German farmers, and to new South

AfriC?he°deeve?;pment of the gold and diamond

in South Africa itself had brought c^ 8 ia^ f U

newe^ a 5 g e 9scalen farms!eThe?e was lots of land in Namibia, 

and’the South African government was 9lad t ° ^ a“®
Give it to the landless white farmers from South Africa, 
during these years, a fishing industry was also set up,

baSedButiNamibia's1wellthyiies mostly under the ground. There 
... 1arae deposits of valuable minerals: copper, zinc, co , 
S d ^  - S t  importantly u r a n i *  and d i a m o n d s . T w i n i n g

These companies are based in the big western 
as the USA, Great Britain and France. They have no long 
term interest in the country except to make as much prof 
as quickly as possible, and are ruthlessly exploiting 
natural resources as well as the Namibian workers. But the 
current conflict in Namibia is threatening their P ^ 1^ '  
This is why they are interested in a settlemen



t0 Sae a Namibia which is independent, but dcea not threaten 

their position in the mining industry.

cn.tfh African Repression

uparq the aovernment made sure that During all these years, the go ^  ^  ^

conditions were right for the big ^  measures were 

profit as possible. P.as. - d ke sure employers
introduced to control the wor^ r .  a R ic,tance to this
could alwasy get the workers they n.ed^Resl-1tan^ ^

process was strong, and a n crushed brutally, in some

case^ai^forc^planes were used to bomb the people into 

submission.^ ^  g ^  phase in ^  history of

resistance began with the emergence of . ,
resistance y T 1959 the Ovamboland People s

n a S 0 n s i a t i o n  w a s  S t a r t e d  u n d e r  t h e  l e a d e r s h i p  of S a m

dssire to annex Namibia and turn l Nations (UN) took over 
After the second world war, the Unite - Africa a aood
from the o l d L e a ^ a t i o n s . S t

theU UN had9 no right to take " n d  complicated
stopped sending reports. T e 1971 when the International

remain in Namibia. Even b e f o r e  that, i n l ^ t n e
j fn 'p hack the mandate, and now tnere
decided to take back tn ’ continued occupation of

no doubt at a .hat |°f ̂ { ^ c a  did not accept the 

E S S n T r  tie Sn and the ruling of the International

C0Urtl”ft ^ i f S :  N a m i b i a  ^ p o s i t i o n  in the world became a

righ^to^ight^or^its^ndependence.^and^wapo wa^able^to get
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support much more easily from the countries of the world 
than other liberation movements.

SWAPO by t^is time had become the most important 
organisation fighting for the rights of the Namibian people, 
while the influence of Swanu had declined. It has also been 
far more difficult for the big western countries with 
their economic interests in the country, to support the 
the South African government openly. Nevertheless they 
have given it support in many secret ways.

It was soon clear that the only way in which Namibia 
would become independent was by the struggle of the Namibian 
people themselves. Decisions in international bodies could 
easily be ignored by South Africa, and it was only the 
organised , united force of the people which would be able 
to force South Africa to leave the country.

Resistance Gathers Strength.

In July 1966, Swapo declared its intention of launching 
an armed struggle, and the first clash between the guerillas 
of the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN) and the 
SADF took place a few weeks later.Since then the war has 

""escalated,'costing South Africa increasing amounts of 
money and the death of many of its soldiers.

At the same time resistance inside Namibia continued to 
escalate. In 1971, a massive strike by about 22 500 contract 
workers from the north rocked the country. The workers were 
sent back to the reserves where their resistance spilt over 
into a widespread peasant uprising. After many months of 
violent confrontation the strike was crushed bythe use of 
brutal force, although some concessions were won by the strikers.

In 1976 a wave of resistance spread through the educational 
system and culminated in a mass strike of Nama teachers in the 
south. This strike involved thousands of school students as well, 
who supported their teachers. It led tothe establishment of 
a series of independent schools in the south. To this day, many 
students who are dissatisfied with Bantu Education stream to 
the south from all parts of the country to attend school 

there.

South Africa's Manouvres

There can be no doubt that it is the sustained mass
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resistance of the Namibian people that has forced the govern
ment to give up the idea of making Namibia South Africa s 
fifth province. In 1975, it called a conference of leaders 
in Windhoek to discuss the country's future. But these leaders 
were handRicked by the government for their willingness to do 
what it wanted. The real leaders were ignored. This became 
known as the Turnhalle conference. After lengthy deliberations 
the conference presented its proposal for a constitution 
firmly based in the old ethnic principle. It was simply a 
continuation of apartheid in a slightly different form.

It was clear, even to the big western countries that 
this fooled nobody and could not work, and so they told 
South Africa that they would not accept it. Instead they 
set themselves up as mediators, the so-called Western 
contact group. In the meantime, the "leaders" who had met at 
the Turnhalle formed themselves into a political party, the 
DTA. In accepting the Western countries' initiative South 
Africa hoped it would be possible for the DTA to win an  ̂
election. But there were otherreasons too, for South Africa s 
willingness to participate in negotiations. The government 
knew that even if Swapo wins such an election, there are still 
many things which make Namibia dependent on South Africa. In 
the last few years South Africa has worked hard to strengthen 
these ties. For instance, South Africa has insisted that 
Walvis Bay, 'the only port is '’South' African territory and will 
be excluded from the deal. This means that all Namibia's 
imports and exports will have to go through South African 
territory, giving the government a powerful hold on the

future independent Namibia.
The whole economy is dependent on South African and 

western investments, which will also restrict the new govern
ment's freedom to act as it wants. There are many other 
problems which will face a democratic government. In this way, 
the coming of independence will not be the end of the struggle, 
but the start of a new stage. In this stage, a struggle will 
have to be waged to turn the paper independence that is
being granted into a real independence, in which all its

people have a share.
Still, the South African government faces a dilemma. On 

the one hand, it knows that independence will solve some of 
its problems. It will no longer have to deal with the 
resistance of the Namibian people, and it will no longer 
have to fight a war which is costing millions. Also, it does 
krvow that mnay other forces will continue to protect its



interests in Namibia, and that with the Reagan government in 
cower in America, a powerful ally is controlled by a partic 
ularly sympathetic government.

At the same time independence will mean a step forward 
for the democratic forces in the whole of Southern Africa. 
Everywhere, people will be celebrating the event, just as they 
did when Mozambique and Angola and Zimbabwe became independent, 
At the same time,the growing right wing in South Africa is sure 

to make capitalout of the event, saying that the government 
sold out the whites of Namibia. Also, there may be many forces 
still protecting its interests in Namibia, which will make it 
very difficult for an independence government to act in the 
interests of the people, but with South Africa's army and 
police out of the country, it can never be quite sure that 
things will go the way they want them to.

The Southern African Question

Another fundamental consideration for the South African 
government is the power it can retain to control the 
Southern African situation as a whole.

The general motives of the state are clear; it wants to 
control Southern Africa for economic and political reasons, 
by economic and political/military means. The importance of 
the frontline states is twofold. On the one hand they provide 
important markets for SA goods, and sources of raw materials 
and migrant labour. Ib the other hand they could form the 
military launching pad for opposition to the existing order.

After a number of abortive experiments - the detente 
policy of 1974 and the constellation of states idea,the SA 
government seems to have settled on a combined strategy of 
of enforced economic dependence and the threat of military 
intervention. The role of Namibia here is clear. It has 
provided supply lines for Unita, who by blowing up the 
Benguela railway line forces Zambia to rely on South African 
railways and harbours. Unita also threatens to destabilise 
the Angolan state. This strategy clearly relies on a 
sympathetic government in Windhoek, and this South Africa has 
to consider. The military base in Walvis Bay which SA has 
vowed to hold might not be sufficient.

Conclusion

8

It is not quite clear how the government is going to



resolve these dilemmas. They have done their worst to make 
sure that the negotiations drag on for as long as possible, 
and it is still not clear whether they intend to let the 
negotiations succeed in the end. But the people of Namibia 
have long realised that South Africa will only agree to a 
settlement if it is forced to, and have continued the 
struggle while the negotiations go on.

Independence is like a curve in the road of the struggle: 
it may look like the end, but when you come to it, you see 
that the road continues in a different direction. After 
independence, the struggle of the Namibian people will 
continue, with different tactics and problems. But they will 
be fighting from a much stronger position than they are in 
now.

9
I



The PC and the Koornhof Bills
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AN INTRODUCTION TO A DISCUSSION ON THE PRESIDENT'S

COUNCIL PROPOSALS AND THE THREE
BILLS - A NEW STRATEGY ON THE SAME OLD TACTIC OF

DIVIDE AND RULE?

Divide and rule: It would be a mistake to think, just because 
the new initiatives of the govern-ent fell within the old 
apartheid divide and rule strategy that there is no change - 
that there are no new issues to understand. This approach 
leavesone W i n d  to the shifts in stats strategy which are

^ l ^ s i h c e ^  divide and

and in the rural areas - have been forced to use up

their energies to make a living. They cc^ P y  ^ r a c i a l *3 ’ 
locations and group areas which are organised 
and tribal basis. PThe result is that whenever there is any 

expression of public opinion, any uprising or f
it often appears to take on a racial or tribal form. It is 
the material circumstances in which people are forced to 
live that makes this happen. And the state reinforces this 
through its control over the educational system, propaganda 
and communications media. This is the one side o

Even though divide and rule has worked, to a limited 
extent, an opposite force has been at work at the same time, 
namely that of liberating people. It is the totality o 
those forces, which is represented by all democratic organ
isations in South Africa, the organisations constituting 
the liberation movement and the struggle against the system. 
W h e r e a s  t h e  system has tried to divide people in every 
conceivable way, the common experience of the oppressed - 
whether they are coloured, Indian or African- namely, the 
experience of hunger, of suffering, of r e p r e s s i o n  over 
the years and more important the experience of the lack of 
all rights and the exclusion from all institutions where 
Dower is exercised,- these experiences have helped to move 
people in a similar direction of united struggle. Particular y



in the last decade, the liberatory process has been one of 
the dominant features of the South African political scene.

Struggle of Opposites : The System vs. Liberation
The state has continued to pursue its divide and rule 

strategy over the last two decades. But unquestionably, the 
elements representing the unification and liberation of the 
oppressed and in particular, those representing working 
class unity and leadership, have received such an impetus 
from internal and external events that the liberation move
ment has won and is continuing to win significant victories 
on the ideological, political and psychological planes, 
in fact on all levels save that of the police and military. 
What has happened is that the so-called ordinary people, the 
workers, the poor both in towns and country areas, are 
beginning to take their destiny into their own hands. For 
the liberation movement this represents a change in quality 
in the ranks of the oppressed, in particular the working 
class. This increase in the level of mass participation and 
of conflict poses new questions for and challenges the 
liberatory forces. It raises questions about the exercise 
of power in the political institutions and economic under
takings and on any other levels. (By liberation movement is 
meant all those people and organisations struggling to 
achieve a democratic, non-racial South Africa.) ., „T.- 1C,

New Strategy?
There is one constant factor in the South African sit

uation - exploitation and super profit. To achieve and main
tain this the ruling classes have to take into account the 
strength of the progressive forces. Hence divide and rule as 
a general strategy throughout the decades.

It is in this situation, in which there has been a 
gigantic development in the liberation movement and progress 
that the ruling class has had to take steps to reverse the 
tide of the liberatory process in South Africa.

Our purpose is not to go into a whole discussion of 
ruling class strategy since 191G - our main purpose at this 
stage is to make the point that, whilst exploitation of the 
people and super profit remain operative and whilst cheap 
labour is still the basic, crucial requirement of the South 
African system, the ruling classes assess that the liberation 
movement is posing a serious threat to the continued exis
tence of the cheap labour system and capitalist exploit
ation. Hence the need for a change in strategy. Major



elements of previous strategies continue to be central e.g. 
Bantustan, Group Areas, Security Police terror, harrassment 
of individuals and people's organisations, including trad® 
unions - but the new elements and the intensification of the 
old elements are significant. These amongst others are the 
increasing role of dictatorial method, the all-pervading 
presence of the army, the greater repression - and very 
important - the cooption onto the side of the rulers of 
various layers from the ranks of the oppressed.

Gssic Aims
By this strategy the ruling classes hope to maintain 

and strengthen the basic capitalist exploitative system, 
strengthen elements which maintain division amongst the 
oppressed and smash progressive organisations. That is why 
we say that the new strategies of the ruling class are 
designed amongst other things, to reverse the tide of the 

liberatory process in South Africa. .
This is not an academic matter or a matter for armchair 

theorists. At stake is the whole future of the oppressed 
and the working class in particular. An incorrect assessment 
of the ruling class strategy can play havoc in the ranks of 
the oppressed, create division in their ranks and undermine 
their strength.' A correct assessment of the ruling class 
strategy is essential to enable the oppressed to work out 
their response to the new situation and avoid divisions 

amongst themselves.

The President's Council Constitutional Proposals and the

Koornhof Bills
Some people in the ranks of the oppressed have mistak

enly made the P.C. proposals the major focus of the struggle 
and seen these proposals in isolation. This could lead to 
an essentially "coloured" and "Indian" response, even if this 
was not the intention. The government of course presented 
the proposals bit by bit - as part of the divide and rule 
strategy - even of fully aware of the overall plan. We must 
be careful not to respond in piecemeal fashion.

The government constitutional plans, the Bantustan 
policy form a central part of the government's "total 
strategy". It is in this light that the Koornhof Bills and 
the P.C. proposals must be examined. We propose at this 
stage to examine some of their main features.



1. Bantustan strategy
A key element of the government policy is tne creation 

of bantustans - "black national states" in South Africa, each 
supposedly representing a praticular ethinc group. In this 
way the material and geographical basis for the unity of the 
African section of the oppressed is being destroyed, Africans 
are retribalized. On the national level, the other side of 
the bantustan strategy is the existence of the Population 
Registration Act and the division of South Africa's popul
ation into ethnic groups of all kinds, which is part of the 
governments "plural society" concept.

The concept of a "plural" society consisting of 
different groups with different interests which cannot be 
met within a common society, is only one of the many theories 
which the government has formulated to rationalize its 
policy of divide and rule. So too with its idea of a 
"consociational" government which would maintain "peace and 
stability". The philosophy is not independent from the design. 
The design is to maintain the status quo and to create 
division. So the hoped-for results feed the philosophy and 
the philosophy feeds the results.

The basic feature of the PC proposals is an acceptance 
of the idea of pluralism and consociation. It is also no 
accident that the P.C. proposals. It is also no accident 
that the P.C. proposals accept what it.calls ."multiple 
partitition", that is the creation of bantustans. It is 
also no accident that the position of so-called "urban 
blacks" is not dealt with. It was of course known to those 
who made the plan that the Koornhof Bills would deal with 

them.
Here we may stress that the hoped for division would 

be on two levels: (a) between Africans in the reserves on 
the one hand, and Africans who have residential rights; and

(b) between Africans on the one hand 
and coloured and Indian on the other.

2. For Coloured and Indian?
The P.C. proposals purport to give rights to coloureds 

and Indians on two levels: (a) at local , and (b) at 
national levels. The P.C. proposals speak with approval of 
management committees, local affairs committees and community 
councils. They provide for what it calls increased powers 
for these bodies so as to give them credibility. The 
proposals also make provision for a system of voting for 
local councils - but it is to be noted that not only are the



* rinhts restricted but they are heavily loaded and
qualified in such a way that only an elitiat group would 

inevitably represent local communities.
On I national level the proposals provide »

narliament for coloureds and another for Indians.
Each group would discuss legislative and other measures

2 !y way extend rights to the majority of the people.

3. nnvernment; Dictatorship nrtual exercise

The “f d ^  2 . t h f S T f  a strong executive pres- 

ideDt°whoWwill appoint a committee to assist him. Such
e « c o t £ e  would not be responsible to any government.

S  WlUtiaoPnPOlnHereiroomei f Carchaan ed inmtSh: strategy of the 
discretion. Here too a a f fpnv has been to exer-

S = e np n » = r ^ o n g s t rrtheres through a white parliament, now it 
wbUld be through the President and his executive.^ ^

.-retained e ^ o u l d ' a c t ^ p n ' a d v i s o r y  capacity,

Z Z T J &  be vested^n^the President^and^he would be

assisted by a hand-picked executive. If «<£»,£■ ™ at are? 
dictatorship proposals, then we would

toC formebuffersaandYtoScollaborate^with^the

"arand alliance" with the ruling class. The strategies

and Z s  smash unity between Africans, coloureds and

b) Combined with the Bantustan strategy thePCproposals 
aim to create an elite group in every single so caiieo 
ethnic group, whether such ethnic group is p o u r e d  , 
"Indian" or African ("Zulu", "Venda" etc ) In the Bantu- 
stans there would be a layer of better-off people i



government employ, filling the bureaucracy and conduc
ting business and possibly allied with a professional 
layer of teachers, lawyers, doctors etc. In urban 
locations there would be another layer of elite drawn 
from the permanent urban residents. (We do not suggest 
that everybody falling into this category would be 
prepared to fulfill this dirty role, what we are saying 
is that this is the design.)
There is also the attempt to create elitist groups on 

the coloured and Indian levels, as we have already seen.
They would conduct business, they would be freed from Group 
Areas limitations and would be given all sorts of rights 
which "ordinary people" would not have. Effectively they 
would become "honorary whites".

5 . Other main features of the President's Council Proposals
a) The P.C. accepts the existence of group areas and says 
that they should be maintained.
b) They accept the Population Registration Act and the 
division of people according to this law.
c) The proposals emphasise the need for strong government 
to enable it to deal with forces which threaten the existence 
of the system. This obviously refers to the liberation 
movement in general, democratic organisation like trade unions 
in particular. -

6 . The three Koornhof Bills
These three Bills have received a great deal of public

ity. They are : the Black Communities Development Bill,
The Orderly Movement and Settlement of 
Black Persons Bill, and 
Th Black Local Authorities Act.

We have to study these bills in greater detail all the 
time but we will restrict ourselves at this stage to giving 
what we consider to be the main features.
a) The bills pretend that they extend rights to all Africans. 
In fact these would not be rights at all, but privileges or 
rewards. The bills try to create elite groups in urban areas 
using mainly the following means:
i) The denial of South African citizenship to the majority 
of the people, using the creation of bantustans. In this way 
the government has created the outrageous situation in which 
the majority of people who live in South Africa are not S.A. 
citizens. Some are citizens of Venda or Transkei even though 
they have always lived in Cape Town or Durban, for example.

15



ii) The Bills aim to divide Permanent Urban Residents (PUR) 
from other Africans in the urban areas. The category PUR 
would constitute a very small proportion of the total African 
population in the urban areas and it is to these so-called 
permanent urban residents that the government extends certain 
privileges.

We wish to say about the Black Community Development 
Eill and the Black Local Authorities Act that whatever so- 
called privileges are extended to Africans in Urban areas 
in terms of these Bills are totally restricted to the small 
category called permanent urban residents. In passing, we 
would say that the significant feature of the Black Community 
Development Bill is that it enables the government to extend 
leasehold rights to land (for 99 years) in urban locations.
The Black Local Authorities Act makes provision for so-called 
local self-government through local community councils. This 
nreans that the vast majority of Africans living in urban 
areas will enjoy no rights. It can be seen therefore, that 
cne of the main strategic aims of the Botha regime is to 
create an elite on which it hopes to be able to call to 
support its policy and help to suppress the rest of the 
African population both in the reserves and urban areas.

The Orderly Movement and Settlement of Black Persons Bill
Let us turn to the main thrust of the attack on the 

masses of workers in all urban and rural areas of South Africa. 
This Bill is possibly one of the most vicious pieces of leg
islation to come from the South African parliament. It has 
deliberately been framed in a misleading way.

The Bill is divided into 6 chapters dealing with urban 
areas, rural areas, provisions relating to powers of officials 
end inspectors, to court procedure and various general prov
isions. A tactic used in the Bill is to create the impres
sion in the body of the Bill that rights are being extended 
to many people and through the use of exclusions in the 
definition clause in fact very few people are included. Once 
again we will deal only with the main features of the Bill.

I- Let us first look at the existing situation. Insofar 
as Africans living in South Africa are concerned, their 
rights of entry and residence in urban areas are governed 
by the Urban Areas Act No. 25 of 1945. In terms of Section 10 
of this Act, an African person - male or female - may not 
remain in a prescribed area for more than 72 hours unless 
he or she

16



a) has resided there continuously since birth;
b) has lawfully resided in such area continuously for a 

period not less than 10 years; _
c) is/was the wife of a person who qualifies and is ordin

arily resident with such qualified person.
A H  other people are liable to be arrested, jailed, endorsed 
out if they remain in a prescribed area for more than 72 
hours without permission. In most cases, of course, permis
sion is very hard come by. However the significant thing 
from our point of view at this stage is
a) that some people were able to obtain Section 10 rights;
b) that in the last couple of years the Supreme Court has 

upheld the rights of women "ordinarily resident" with 
their husbands who had Section 10 rights also to get 
Section 10 rights and also ruled in favour of contract 
workers. The Supreme Court held that contract workers 
could also qualify to for Section 10 rights if they 
could prove that they had worked continuously for one

employed for 10 years.
c) It also meant that an African was entitled to enter an 

urban area such as Cape Town and remain there for up 
to 72 hours without having to report. Of course he 
would have to report within the 72 hours or leave the 

urban area in that time.
We are not suggesting that..these .were wonderful rights. We 
are stressing these points because an important feature o 
these new Koornhof Bills is that they put an end even to 

these rights.
Section 3 of the Koornhof Bill takes the place of the 

old Section 10. If the old Section 10 was vicious in that 
Africans were harrassed and had to report their presence in 
an urban area within 72 hours, Section 3 is totally outrag

eous.

II According to this Bill, no African shall be entitled 
to remain in an urban area unless he is authorised and unless 
he has approved accomodation. This means that even if you 
are authorized and do not have approved accomodation you 
do not have the right to remain in an urban area. Again, 
approved accomodation does not mean in any accomodation which 
is acceptable to you. It means accomodation approved by the 

authorities. (BAAB officials)
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Who_is__authorised? Africans, indeed the vast majority
- it is clear that most thorised persons, the

would fall into the titute the following:

I r  Wh0a category°called permanent urban residents;

b) dependents living with them, authority which
c ) Others who have been Slanted P wQuld ter„inate 

could be withdrawn a t a n y t i m e . o  fall

on a specific date guests in

contract workers, p -iced to carry on business in 
hotels and persons authorised to y

an urban area.

Curfew . __;J nnlv authorised persons may
- So far we have sal^ h ® p08e was to emphasise the 
remain in urban areas. The Purpo unauthori;,ed persons and 
difference between authori on> the difference between

in the category of . others. The Bill goes much
permanent urban residedts • fjJW but it makes it
further. It not only ^ ^ J thotizê  person to be anywhere

I n ' t h f  ̂ ' b e t w e e n  the hours 10 ^commuter'’
Section 3 makes an excep if he is lawfuily

who is allowed to remain |"inur£ hrough the area in recog- 
working in an area or i P hlm l0 his "homeland to
nised transport in oraer

sleep. . v i o n  the ridiculous situation has
In terms of this sec* \  arrives from another area 

been created that if your before 10 p.m. she
on any day, unless she lef  ^  ^  yQur ther

would be committing a ancj your mother would be
“to stay with you then both y ^  liable to a fine of R500.

committing an offence®'?11 ls0 be breaking one of the 
Needless to say, you will also o

conditions of tenan(Ty’ ns of this Bill your mother may not 
Furthermore, in te™ s . ny year (that is if she

visit you for more than U  days i ^  „ould be seen

e m  creates divisions between Africans

on a number of levels. u n a u t h o r i z e d  persons;

I] creates ^category <■' commuters, who are unauthorized

creates'a category of permanent Residents, and

divides South African ,

"homelands". _ _____  ...... - - - --- ...

c)
V u  d)



». 0f people within

These restrictions «  «  ^

urban areas w i l l make it-“ ^ . t e .  ^ “" X r e
for^ the^ organisations ̂ of^the ̂ oppress ^ e°curfew*^

perhaps it i resident? Lo fchat question.

beconmcet • r r x r u esp g r - p

^  4 s s s -'s -^
S m a U „f° (1) P « s“ns "h“ PrmeeS p e ^ n e n Jt urban residents,
persons- Jr.. d to become per cnnth
would be P « - ^ eir dependents- blac, who is * Scut

" » s ? £ »
\ ^ S d e n t ' f o ^ P ^ ^ ^ c i U z e n  h e ^ a y  a p p l V ^  b^ l u s e

• W t S & t̂ m Sk  “ ir rJ m  terms of ^  the right eit ^  B i U  are; ^

application- O ^ f o n T o n l V  f i t t i n g  an
In terms of » P eking w°rk ~cnn Any person

S ^ - t H E s s - ' ^  » » • ;  •

person would be cornu . regard to rural

5  UP S  L e v a n t " s e c t i o n  is Section

areas but in
31) which gives 

B i U  creates a - ^ i S  s c a t t e r s  and 

the authorities vast p ^  of squattmg. „designated

S U ^ ' 3 3  to « s« T v derVyaSperPs°on w h o i s

’ f e r S r ^ ^ t o ^ b t  of tbese

Officials would have
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certificates at any time.
c) The Bill also provides for the creation of "aid 
centres". At present "aid centres" do exist in urban areas 
but it is a procedure adopted by the authorities to prevent 
charging people in open court. The "aid centres" are used 
virtually as venues for "secret trials". During the time of 
the raids on squatters at Nyanga and Crossroads just over a 
year ago, many people were "tried" at "aid centres" without 
the knowledge of legal representatives or relatives. They 
were then herded into buses and taken to the Transkei and 
other areas. It seems that in terms of this Bill this kind 
of procedure will be encouraged. It will therefore be no 
accident to find that persons charged under this Bill would 
face secret trial.

In terms of the Bill, the power of courts is removed in 
certain instances. If an order is made for the removal of a 
person from an urban area and he is so removed, no court of 
law can grant an interdict or rule on the validity of such 
a removal order. This means that even if a person in his 
opinion is being unlawfully removed, he cannot go to the 
Supreme court for assistance as he is able to do at certain

levels at present.
Of course, a similar law, the Black Prohibition of 

Interdicts Act already prevents Africans from applying to 
court for an interdict to prevent their removal in certain 
other instances. It seems that this provision is now being 
extended in the present Bill to other situations as well.

These are but some of the provisions of the Orderly 
Movement and Settlement of Black Persons Bill. It is quite 
clear that in totality it amounts to nothing less than the 
total regimentation and harrassment of the lives of every 
single African person in South Africa.

It is to be noted that the Black Communities Development 
' Bill, the Orderly Movement and Settlement of Black Persons 
1 Bill are not yet law. They were referred to a Select 
c Committee and the government has apparently now converted 
£ the select committee into a "commission" which will, go into 
t these Bills and eventually come up with the final proposals, 

not only of the government but with the active approval 
and cooperation of the Opposition.
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The Response of the Qppresse^ detail with regard to either 

------ no^ on!hin“^ S e n t '8 constitutional proposals,
the P.C. proposals ,the 9°*® fci Nor haVe we gone
its plans for economic d e c n t r f s 0n another 
into details of the three Operative that every
occasion one will have o • . Cratic struggle in this
single person interes^ted in ^ the contents of these laws
country must acquaint hims contained therein. We
and the basic ruling class strategy insofar

are not suggesting that w e h a v e  certain that we have
as the strategies are and many people may
raised matters which a*e ^ont ^  important is that we 

disagree with us. Ce^ n^ d work out the response of the 

will have to d^scus® ^  theoretical terms but in practical 
oppressed people - no tn_dav struggle,
day-to-day terms as part of day-to strategy 0 f divide

Inasmuch as the basic ru 9 . ^  and inasmUch as we 
and rule has received a new d fci change in ruling
can say that there is n « a j a l x t a ^  Qn

class strategy, there is , d all progressive

the part of the °PPr? f ^ s^°plthat the liberatory process 
organisations so as r 5ut indeed is able to

f l o u r i s h  i^spite of the J  ruling olass strategies.
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The Trade Union Unity Question

A Brief History

union^organising b l a c ^ w X ^  S V "  l M *

£23-“:
passed at the conferpnrp h=,H j Although the resolutions
broad enough to allow for diff° 1"9 effect, and were also 

were deemed sufficient ?o the*

on the guestion o f T J r ^ d e t i o ^ a n L n o e "  f°r talks
ine resolutions recommended: the reierUnn nf „

S i S ^ ^ s s e r f e M S K -
qualified auecess. lnstituted and operated as a

tradeIu n ? ^ tl?,"'°re ‘I?3" 3 year the hl9h h°Pes °f a broad 
trade union alliance have been nearly sunk. When the unity

£ u L  111ZJ "  flPrj2 t M a  year at " ^ e s p r u i t ,  Johannes! 
rather than in ”aS. P laced on the divisions between the unions 
Macwusa ?i) S J **“"9 “™ “n 9round. At this meeting 
that wpro ^ ed that lfc would not ally with any unions 
eh ts ej e!;strered or were members of industrial c o u n t s  

of thp O F F°satu and Cusa unions). Macwusa walked out*

?he s a m r nFoordnaCndCr llin9 f  °th3r “" ^ l a t e r e d  unions to do 
appealed %„ S? Cannl"9's general secretary, Therpn 
trade union f3“usa.to sta>' and Pointed out that the large 

bo?h r e ^ s t e r ^  i 10n °f the 50's > Sactu- “aa ”ade up of

S a c t u S t e ^  thenblatarn?1rtere? “ WaS ar9ued ‘hat ™
law fraH . racist registration provisions of thp

strongly contested^ssue?5 imP°rUnt ^

given^o itCbeSforeeJh9 a U °f however’felt bound by the mandate 
Before* -  ^  inference and left the meeting alone

n summit meeting of trade unions in Port

I l U I H C l o i  i u c



Elizabeth the other unregistered unions stressed to Macwusa 
the importance of attending. They argued that there was 
sufficient basis in the Langa resolutions for an alliance

between all unions. .
However, at the third and final summit meeting in Port 

Elizabeth the unity talks collapsed with the unions concluding 

that there was no basis for further unity meetings to be

planned at this stage. _
The breakdown of the talks cannot simply be blamed

on Macwusa however. The differences between the unions which 
have now emerged had been present for some time.These 
differences stem from conflicting approaches to the organ
isation of workers. We will come to these later, but first 

we must ask, why unity?

The Need for Trade Union Unity

The most basic argument in favour o£ trade union unity 
is that of the need for the independent labour movement to 
strengthen itself against the attempts of both the state 
and the bosses to divide it. Let us look at this in more

Th^State: It is unquestionable that a divided labour movement 
is weaker and more vulnerable to state repression. ere 
unions are hostile to each other they stand isolated and can 
be harassed at will. Harassment may come in various for™® " 
bannings and detentions of union officials and.members; state 
coordinated attacks against the union; raiding of the union 
offices and interference in the administration of the union, 
outlawing of the union and police harassment at strikes, m e  
harassment of Saawu, Food and Canning and GWU officials in 
East London is one current example. This must be a maJ°r 
consideration in South Africa where there is a long history

of attacks on unions. . , . ,.
When the unions stand together, the simple slogan an 

injury to one is an injury to all" stands as a warning to t e 
state that arbitary action against one union may result in a 
confrontation with the labour movement as a whole.

The other aspect of the same argument is that a unified 
labour movement gives workers a more coherent voice. A strong 
and democratic alliance is better able to advance and Press 
home demands on the state than squabbling and divided individ 
ual unions. An example can be found in 1980 when the sta e
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was attempting to coax unions into registering. Some 
unions pointed out that if only certain unions registered, 
they may unwittingly split the labour movement. This would 
leave those unions who refused to register exposed and vulne
rable to retaliation from both bosses and the state. By 
standing firm and united, unions were able to resist regist
ration and forced the bosses to deal with unregistered unions 
despite the pressure by the Department of Manpower on the 
bosses not to deal with unions who did not register. 
TheBosses: If the unions gain from unity in the face of 
state hostility - this is even more so with the bosses. The 
strategy of divide and rule is particularly effective when usee 
used agaisnt a divided work force.

In some cases differences between unions have resulted 
in competition for members and influence. When unions compete 
agaisnt each other they undermine each other's strength, the 
power of organisation and unity - workers' only weapons,.Often 
competing unions come to see victories over sister unions as I 
more important than victories over management, they might ally 
themselves with management, or perhaps try to gain benefits I 
from a rival union's defeat by management. f

In recent months we have seen examples of unions organia-* 
ing in the same industry refusing to support each other in strii 
action which, if successful, would benefit all workers in that 
industry. There have also been examples where competing unions 
try to use management to strengthen their position in bhei 
factory.

On a more positive level, unions gain greatly from 
support from fellow unions, particularly when engaged in a 
struggle with obstinate management or when involved in a 
strike. That support may be in the form of preventing 
strike breakers or scabs; winning support for consumer 
boycott; blacking a management product; solidarity pressure on 
their own bosses; financial or moral support; winning broad 
sympathy for the strikers in the community and the press etc. 
bolid cooperation has brought victory to workers in cases 
where unions in other industries threatened to stage sympathy
S  L X* -X K 6 2 *

.. .w *̂®n unions fail to support each other actively it is 
difficult to establish in the minds of the members' the 
basic principles that workers are indvisible, that unity is 

eir best weapon; and that an injury to one is an injury to
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all‘ Competition does not only - " T ^ a r
unions. It also a ffectstheintern ^  ns
union, and the nature ® f " f cooperating, the effects

M  an^attitude are onto t’he day-to-day workmgs

of the trade union.

rmnnetition Harms Worker_0ra anisatiO!l

------------- -i, ft has come about that trade unions
We must now ask h°" ^  is the protection and

whose v e r y r e a s o n f o r e x x s ^  ^  stand divlded

advancement of tne m u

against the bosse? .andJ ^ !  the way different unions understand 
The problem lies "*th J ^ ® rL rs are exploited, and the 

the workers struggle. ®® * demands that workers organise 
struggle against explo anainst their exploiters, the
in order to defend t h e m s e l v e s  agarnst tt exploitalion of

bosses, we must ^member h o w e v , pollticai system 

workers by bosses dep bosses is the result of their
The powerful position o which is ultimately resp-
political power. It is DOwer 0 f the bosses and control ing 
onsible for protecting tljeP &truggle of the workers
the workers. This means that tte r^gg ^  ^

a9ainStt tbe*bosses°for higher wages etc, but also a struggle 

against the state f°r ^ ^ n ^ a t u d e n U ’ and community organ- 

isations*?6 are'designed to .
protect the interests none of these organisations

ar^politica^ones^ S J S ^ o f  waging a national poliUcal 

s t ^ S r  problem lies in f M i n g l e  balanc^ b e t w ^  the^need

to focus on ^he ^ ethIXneed0to contribute to the struggle for 
of employment, and the neeo
political power. political and economic

Most unions believe that tne P d> Even after accept-
aspects of the struggle cannot which can be adopted,

r r ^ r h a n d ^ t h i s  can ̂ i n t e r p r e t e d  to meae that^an

ther^is n o ^ e d ' t o ^ p o r t  other political struggles. On e
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other hand the political struggle against the state can

a \eh"a% the fh y Way t0 advance wor*<er interests and 
n ?  . Uni°n Sh0uld be 8 P o e t i c a l  organisation

unlons0fallVi^to nPifhCh or9anisation. Most
11 into neither of these two extreme positions but

some do end m  one directions and some in the other direction

e s t a b L s L d 1 srer ha?Pr0a? eS 3re inac*ecIuate. What needs to be 
■̂n Shed *s f balanced perspective which appreciates the 
importance of strong democratic shop floor structures and 
the importance of supporting broader political i n i t i a t i ^

in fhP 7  Jnter_unJ°n (and intra-union) struggles are felt’ 
in the factory so that the workers themselves become 
divided against each other Besides causing factory floor 
organisation to collapse such conflicts are demoralising to 
the workers. Where workers are exposed to squabbles which

faithP? or, whichrare n°t explained to them, they may lose

teristic Unlon ri^ l r y  is mote a charac
t ristic of the leadership than the rank and file workers whn
will usually indentify with other struggling workers - what

l Vl UnJon they bel°"g to. The attitude that boosting 
membership is a union's most important aim is a tendency 
of those unions who see their union as an end in itself j

rp„  ben “nions see their competitors as rivals in a
-  T,BCV p™ per or9ar,isation, education and the

«  r  grassroots 'democratic structures
are sacrificed for numbers. Over and above the negative

or !nofh poachfn9 (attempting to recruit from another union 
or another union s sector of strength), the emphasis on 
recruitment can lead to undisciplined organisers using

2  J8 ^echni^ues i-e - mal<ing unrealistic promises,
or pretending to be organisers from rival unions. }

WOrryin9 side ef^ c t  of a divided working class, 
IL K  ^nion,lsts ln rejecting another union, also reject 
the workers who make up that union.,This is not progressive 
at all. Whenever there is a mass black worker membreship of 
an organisation, a person who takes the workers' strugqle

antrtri°U,sly 'm“st always consider working with these workers, 
and attempt to open up access to them, even if it means 
entering a conservative union.

Competition does not only affect recruiting practises 
but also the on-going organisation of the union. Because o?’ 
over-emphasis on getting new members, the resources of the 
union are directed towards recruitment rather than building
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organisation. Instead of developing sound factory floor leader
ship and democratic structures through which the membership can 
can particpate and control the union - these unions may come 
to rely on soley on mass rallies. Attendance at rallies then 
becomes a substitute for organisation rather than a supplement 

to it.
Instead of developing worker leadership through 

participation and control of the union, such unions may 
abandon the workers once they have been recruited. Instead 
of planning the development of the unions according to an 
assessment of potential strengths and resources, unions can 
develop in an unplanned way, recruiting whenever there is a 
strike. In this way the strength of the union comes to 
be built on very shaky foundations. Once the honeymoon is 
over, and the workers have to face the tests of org
anisation, including a showdown with the bosses they may 
find that promises made in the union cannot be met. If 
this happens, the resulting hostility will be directed not 
only against theirunion, but against all unions. Bad 
organisation amounts to disorganising workers. Once workers 
in a particular factory have been let down by a union, they 
will not join and support unions again for a long time.

A further aspect of this emphasis on recruitment 
is .that., where there is. an absence of proper grassroots 
organisations, there is also an absence of democratic 
control by the rank and file over the union officials. When 
the officials argue amongst themselves - in the absence 
of a controlling membership - there is likely ot be a split 
into two unions. In this way, the problems listed above 
are doubled. If unions are to avoid these destructive 
tendencies, unionists and union members must be prepared to 
make sacrifices and even compromise the short-term interests 
of the particular union in the interests of the long-term 
goal of a powerful and organised working class.

Independent Worker Organisation

Competition and division threatens the independnece of 
the trade union movement as a whole. If the union movement 
representing the majority of organised black workers is made 
up of warring factions, it opens itself uup to manipulation 
by the various imperialist countries and organisations.
These organisations and countries play out their own rivalry 
by encouraging and backing their own factions. In many cases
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this can further divide and weaken

■Weak unions m a y  believe that they can st£enothen ”;;vement-

w m s & s B * *uai access to these agencies and their funds

self-sufficfencTTn r T s o u ^ s ^ n d ^ s W n f l  the^ - e l o p

*■'X T -
f l “eta"kingplSacer? preVent ^  P - m C e ^ s t

trade p o n y; o i e L n ^ s o m e u L r L a S r ? o n?acJsr;ij?sebetdent 

racial organisation.C3n ^  th* S r S S L ^ " "

problems Facing a Union Allianrp

cannot b ^ e d l h ^ t  the^LTre° flT° ? C“P'““°". it 
alliance of independent u n L n s  ^  that lnhibit •"

an alliance of unions must be obiectivelv

■ s£S ir-
Democratically from the organic needs of oroanisatinn Tr,

general unions^nce J S ^ T i ^ E i r S S " *  int°

: ^ r r fr?ries-establish industrial unions mpanf fhif *-»-» X
now saw the need to develop’national r t r e n g u T i g S h s r S l  th 
bosses in an inrincsfrw zni , y against all thelh anjlnai^stry* All these developments emeraed 
from uhe seeds of the organisation once it L  I S  , . 
particular stage of development and strength 8 3

ask themselves ̂ whether'the^are r e a d e r , U"*°"= — t 

is 

industrial unions need not necessarily threa?"n each o?her
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‘ " » K S S E ;
general or industrial.

EaH£̂ r L ,  r  » » is “ » :r ..r  7"’

f l q E £ S 3 5 & > « 5 S &

i^the* question of involvement in « “ ^ chy t0W3rds the

indUSt0rniat h e T S=ue1Sof the P o l « l » l  ,

the differenee in'volvement.
# of the degree end natu lves from the politic

and should not dista tim6j the traoe u
community struggles. A t h e ^  Be
Claim the role Of ^  i m p o r t a n t  urea of poll .n(Jeperli

and posslb]il1* ;rade union opposition to Cl- - of
involvement. The traue Y> jhe vast stay «  7

^  »va«ent.

^ “lecondfy!"- alliance of union^ouldjevelop^ ^  r

5 S S ”i ; H 5 £ ^ £ E % s “ “s : :
thf  t o  avoid ayn alliance with, o r  contact w l t ^ . ^
attempted . things stand now, th better
political unl°"®;d to the state and t h r e a t e n e d  oy t h e ^ ^ ^
organised^unions.^The^current^divisions^may^iiti^^

NOW that . m e  ^  ^ f f i a ^  

Fi^tly^itHi^important to note that^this has^not be 

Secondly^i^regietration^wa^really a divisive factor,
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allowing unregisterd unions to outmanouvre their fellow
unregistered unions, the issue would be more serious As it
stands , registration has brought little or no substantial
advantage to the registered or unregistered unions. The
bosses are forced to deal with a representative union, it
makes little difference whether that union is registered or 
not.

Thirdly, there is some force in the argument that reg
istration is a less significant criterion by which to -judge 
a union than opportunist practise!'.

• _i ^ m°re substantial issue is that of participation in 
industrial councils. Such participation's canable of 
being used t.o undercut a sister union. The industrial 
council system in its present form has been criticised by all 
the independent unions with the exception of Cusa and Naawu. 
While many unions accept that some form of industry wide 
bargaining will always exist, this should never be at the 
expense of factory level negotiation of wages and workinq 
conditions. In dealing with this divisive issue, unions 
should bear in mind that their objective should be to 
challenge this institution. Perhaps one method of doing so 
would be to enter an alliance of independent unions.
Secondly, unions should not accept the propaganda of the 
supporters of industrial councils. Sitting in the council 
does not give any'union enough advantage to displace a union 
with proper worker support.

Conclusion

It appears that a major economic recession has begun. This 
recession will mean retrenchment of union members on an 
unprecedented scale. Furthermore, management will be in a 
position to be provocative and will use strikes to effect 
dismissals and to get rid of unsold products.

Management is indicating that the novel flirtation with 
the unions is over. This spells a major test for organised 
workers. As things stand they face this test divided and 
only partly organised. If the present level of hostility 
between the unions continues, there is a danger that these 
debates could spill over into the communityand student 
forums. This could lead to a further area of hostility
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between organsied workers and community groups. The advances 
made in bringing these groups together may well be reversed.

It appears that if progressive unionists fail to prevent 
the current rift from widening, and that if attempts to find 
and consolidate middle ground between the independent unions 
fail, the resulting bitterness will be a burden the union 
movement will carry for a long time. The ideal of a strong 
unified non-racial workers' movement will only be a dream 

of what might have been.
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